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Speed-Up! is a five-level cohesive program that
guides students into the process of learning English in a
developmentally appropriate pace through different
activities or tasks and specific meaningful contexts
and real-life scenarios. By using the Communicative
Approach and the Action-Oriented Approach,
students are able to interact and develop the four skills
(speaking, listening, reading and writing) in a pleasant
and exciting way through activities such as dialogues,
songs, games and projects, among.

Beyond the Limits!
EVN EDUVISIÓN

Moreover, the program enables students to use the
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
as a way to learn English in a world that demands
fast and effective communication.

M

ain components

Speed-Up! includes essential questions, dialogues, songs, scenarios,
vocabulary in context, work-in-pair activities, and surveys to keep students willing
to use the language more and more. Age-appropriate exercises and appealing songs and
games introduce young students to experience English by practicing the four skills.
Every unit encloses—beyond the school activities—critica thinking tasks, cooperative
learning and systematic grammar activities integrating all four skills. As a consequence,
these abilities favor linguistic competences in a pedagogical scaffolding that will allow
learners to use their abilities when using English as a second language. At the end of every
unit, they can self-evaluate their own progress using the CEFR descriptors in order to monitor
their own development.
Love what we do!

Opening Unit: Each unit begins with
the themes. A picture-scenario allows
students to activate previous knowledge
and introduces the main topic in a reallife situation. The essential question fosters
understanding and critical thinking.
Let’s Talk: This section previews the
meaning and the usage of the target
vocabulary and structure in context by a
conversation or a chant.

Themes
1. Help wanted
2. Jobs
3. Interviewing
4. Working to live or living to work
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REmember to use modals
Should

All modal verbs
are auxiliaries.
That means
they can
only be
used with a
main verb.

Should is often used to give an opinion, to make a
suggestion.
Example: You should go to the movies instead of the
theater

Might
Might is used when the speaker is not sure about
something.
Example: It looks simple, but it might be very expensive.

Essential Question
occupations contribute to
In what ways do people’s jobs or
our community and life in society?
What will your occupation or profession

be in the future?

1. Read the following sentences and decide if you have to use might or
should.
7 If she wants to relax, she
a.
7

b. You
for sure, aren’t we?

go to the movies.
buy the tickets for tonight play. We are going

c. She

go to Paris tomorrow due to the meeting.

d. IBM

build the new computer center.

e. Look at those clouds in the sky. It
f. The letter

Vocabulary: This division presents and
introduces target vocabulary in the lesson.

• Must: You must (have to) do it later.
• Can: I can (be able to) pay you tomorrow.
• May: I may (was allowed to) leave.
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rain soon.

8 - I posted it first class.
get to you tomorrow

Let’s learn other Modals:

Help wante

d

. Professions
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d. Artist
i. Construc
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l. Fire fight
s. Hotel
tion
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e. Assemble
work
er
r
manager
q. Waiter
m. Fisherma
n
t. Systems
engineer

B. Chart
#4

Remember

Remember to Use: In this section, a brief and
clear description of the structure of content
studied throughout the unit is provided by
controlled and personalized practices.

To use

tip

D. Chart #1

Remember
To use

WhQuestion

Meaning

Who

Person

Where

Place

Why

reason
Day, month,
year

When

Let’s Practice: This branch focuses on
speaking and writing activities using
the vocabulary and grammar studied
throughout the lesson.

How

manner

What

Object, idea
or action

Which

Choice

WH- Questions

cultural norms in different countries,

I’ve to go to work

When do you go to work? On Tuesday
How do you go? By
B. car
Let’s

1. Use linkin
g

ing + Com

a. reduce:
Which do you prefer? The red one
b. reuse:

vocabulary to write

to Verb +

Complem

ent

+ Complem

ent

plement

words to give
advice.
a. I recomm
end
b. You shou
ld
c. Stop

Practice

1. Use the followin
g

What do you do? I’m an engineer

complete sentenc

es.

C. Speakin

possession

Marta’s
Whose is this book? It’sc.
recycle:

description

Salsa er:
d.like?
endang
What kind of music do you

Time

Unit 3

1. Work in g
pairs. Answ
er the follo
environm
wing ques
entally frien
tions to disco
dly.
ver if you
1. Do you
and your
consider
family are
a bicycle
primary mea
your
ns of trans
4. Have you
portation?
Countable
a. Yes
stopped using
How many
nouns
bags?
plastic
b. No
h. sustaina
minutes
ble:
Uncountable
How much time have we got? Ten
a. Yes
How much
2.
nouns
Do you recy
i. practices:
cle?
b. No
hotel? For two weeks
Duration,
How long did you stay in that
a. Yes
C. Speaking
How long
5. Do you
length
use
1. In pairs, discuss
recy
b.
cled or cloth
No
the following questio
bags?
ns, and share your
opinions with the 3. Do you use
a. Yes
class.
recycle goo
Patterns
paper or
ds like
plastic?
b. No
+ Verb + Complement?
Why do
a. Yes
Wh + Noun + Auxiliary + Subject
What is
we have
What do b.
have in the school?
No
you
energy
How many chairs does the classroom
Whose

What time

e. fuel:

What time did you come home?

f. efficient:
g. harmful:

are twenty
How many students are there? There

to become
more energy
efficient?

efficiency?

Wh + To be + Complement?

do to save
124
energy at
home?

Unit 4

+ Complement?
Wh + Auxiliary + Subject + Verb
Where do the girls go in the afternoon?
When is your birthday?
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Phonics Time: This section introduces
learners to the ability to listen, to identify or
even to manipulate sounds in spoken words
in order to achieve linguistic and phonemic
awareness.

read the

that the other day I was
Irina: Hi, Valentina! Remember
and their
telling you about my foreign friends
there are many
customs… It is so interesting because
about
cultural norms that I didn’t know
mean? I don’t understand.
Valentina: Really? What do you
in Egypt can’t wear shorts,
Irina: Did you know that women
can’t take selfies
tank tops or sleeveless tops? Women
something really
and post them on Facebook! That’s
different from our culture, isn’t it?

ld + Verb

3 Stop + Verb

ADV ICE

mmend +

2 Subject +
Shou

• Sustainab
le farming
does not
recommend
harm pub
to support
lic health,
it.
I
• We shou
ld practice
sustainab
ility in raisin
• Stop using
g animals.
plastic bag
s is highly
recommende
d.

Who’s that? Nancy
Where do you live? In Boston
Why do you sleep early? Because

information about culture around the
world in regard to the lesson and topic. It
helps to register folk wisdom and/or other
conventions of the language.
about
1. Irina and Valentina are talking
conversation aloud with a partner.

DS USED TO GIVE

1 Subject
+ Reco

Examples

Examples

What kind

Language Tip: This presents real-life

D. Let’s talk

LINK ING WOR

There is often
misunder
stand
over the word ing
advise: verb s:
advice: noun/

1. Write the
instruction
s you have
store.
to follo

w when you

download

very important to learn about
Valentina: Yeah, sure! I think it’s
people from
other cultural norms to avoid offending
have read that
foreign countries. For example, I
on their religion
Egyptians cultural norms are based
because most of them are Muslims.

a videoga

me from

the play

Unit 3

it is not easy
tolerant but I.
Reading
Irina: I know that we should be
are undoubtedly
not to make stereotypes since we
1. isRead
the following text and answer the questions given.
It not fair to
influenced by our own cultural norms!
make cultural generalizations!
start saving some money
Valentina: You are right! We should
will know
weWhere
doby
these gestures come from? Have you
to travel and visit your friends! Then,
are.
norms
thought
about it?
cultural
their
firsthand what

Reading: This uses a variety of real-world
text types and adaptive songs and chants
that develop a variety of reading skills such
as skimming, scanning and/or inferring
meaning from context.

Thumbs up, Thumbs down?

The idea that the up or down turned thumb
originated as a gesture that would save or
cost a gladiator’s life in Ancient Rome was
popularized by the movie “Gladiator”. However,
those gestures wouldn’t have been used to
CONDITIONALS
communicate that idea. In Ancient Rome the
thumbs up
meant disapproval. According to a
could happen, or what might have
about what
research done by Anthony Corbeill, a professor, of
Conditional tenses are used to speculate
IF.
used the word
Latin at the University of Virginia, who wrote a book
happened. In English most sentences
on gestures
in Ancient Rome, located an example
Main clause
of what exactly the
gesture might look, Corbeill
IF clause
Could, Might + Verb
Would,
found
a medallion that shows a scene from a
IF + Simple Past
battle.
There were two gladiators in the
house.
would buy a big
Igladiatorial
If I had a million dollars,
scene fighting to a stand steal. Also there were two
+ Past Participle
Have/Has
Might +around
Would, Could,referees
them,
breaking up the battle and up
IF + Past Perfect
exam.
have
above
it passed
says in the
Latin
STANTES MISS which means “let
I would
If I had studied harder,
the men who are still standing be released” According
to Corbeill’s research “the thumb was hostile in the same
way the middle finger was hostile, and
89 it was a threat, just like it is now”. On
the other hand, it is not very clear when Americans got the gesture “thumbs
up” as an approval. Some people speculate it was used for an American pilot,
who served in the British army in the First World War. He used the thumb up to
communicate with a person starting a propeller in early pre-fight checks.

E. Chart #4
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Unit 2

e. reinvent
the wheel
f. light year
s

h. bells and
2. Post - reading

a. 300
2. The gesture would
a. Cost, Send

b. Pompeia

c. Gladiator
or

b. Retrieve, Save

to the follo

c. on the
same wave
length
d. pull the
plug

ahead

Adapted from http://time.com/4984728/thumbs-up-thumbs-down-history/ g. leading edg

1. The “thumb up” gesture was introduced by the movie

Use. Idioms

definitions

a. going
viral
b. break
new ground

.

e

whistles

Unit 5

To use

wing idiom

s.

( ) to wast
e time trying
to create
something
that is alrea
dy created
( ) prevent
something
from happ
or continuin
ening
g
( ) much
more adva
nced than
others
( ) to think
in a similar
way
understan
d each othe and to
r well
( ) the mos
t advanced
position in
area
an
( ) to mak
e prog
something ress by doing
complete
ly different
( ) features
added to
a product
( ) to spre
ad wide
internet users ly and quickly amo
ng

English in Use: This offers idiomatic
expressions, proverbs and phrasal verbs
related to the unit as a way to achieve
linguistic competence.

d. Lord of the Rings

the gladiator`s life.
c. Send, Retrieve

149

d. Save, cost

3. Two adjectives that describe the meaning of the “thumb up” gesture are
and
.
a. hostile, threat

b. Early, threat

c. Hostile, latin

d. Latin, early
51

Project: This offers pupils the opportunity to

participate in a project that is studentcentered and process-oriented.
Furthermore, students will be capable of
using ICT’s to create artistic and authentic
material that sums up the scenarios and
domains that go beyond the classroom
setting.
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Wrap-up: This encourages students to review
vocabulary, structure, and functional language
through different activities.
I-can-statements: It gives a clear and measurable
learning outcome based on the CEFR descriptors.
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Can write a resume
Can write a cover

for requesting a

letter for a dream

job based on ads
job using cohere

nce

36

Audio-Icon: Represents the conversations and chants that you can hear on the

Speed Up Player app.
3

Scope and Sequence
Themes

Remember to use...

Vocabulary

Love what we do
Essential questions:
In what ways do people’s jobs
or occupations contribute to our
community and life in society?
What would be your occupation
or profession in the future?
Pages. 7-36

1.Help wanted
2.Jobs
3.Interviewing
4.Working to live or living
to work

Future tense – Will
Intensifiers
Past Perfect: affirmative and
negative

Professions and occupations.
Job duties
Idioms

Stories come in all shapes
and sizes
Essential questions:
What kind of written information
are people constantly exposed to?
In what ways do people learn
from what they read every day?
In which ways can information
affect people’s feeling and
emotions? Is there any way to
avoid the exposure to information
on social networking sites?
Pages. 37-70

1.Tell me a story
2.Thumbs up, thumbs down
3.The reviews are in
4.You should read this

Future tense – Will
Simple Past
Modals: should – might
Determiners: both, neither, either
Linking words
Punctuation marks

Art related professions.
Social media terms.
Parts of the story
Idioms

Wh-questions
Linking words or connectors
Phrasal verbs
Conditionals
Have to

Indigenous groups in Costa
Rica
Vocabulary Cultures,
subcultures and cliques;
related vocabulary
Idioms

1.These are my people
2. Cultures, subcultures, and
cliques
3. Cultural norms and
cultural storms
4. Get out of my hair

Caution: Fragile world. Handle
with care.
Essential questions:
Why is it important to focus on
sustainable development?
What can we do to protect the
environment?
Pages 104-132

1.What makes something
sustainable?
2.Product and practices
around the world
3.Products and practices in
Costa Rica
4.Am I environmentally
friendly?

Comparative and superlative
Tag questions
Modals: must – should – ought
Linking words to give advice

Environment-related
vocabulary
Idioms

High tech, high touch
Essential questions:
How can technology help me
make my world better?
What do you think about social
networking?
Pages 133-160

1.Hot apps
2.Danger zones in a digital
world
3.Tech tool for a positive
change
4.My future is in my hands

Present perfect continuous
Present perfect
Sequencing linking words
First conditional

Social networking terms
Acronyms
Idioms

What comes next?
Essential questions:
How can technology help me
make my world better?
How often do you use
technology?
Pages 161-189

1.Pass or Fail?
2.College or Career
3.Study here or abroad
4.Getting by or getting
ahead

Present continuous
Future: Going to
Phrasal verbs
Idioms
Wh-questions

Personality traits
College jargon
Idioms

Unit 6

Unit 4

A world of differences
Essential questions:
How does understanding
people’s differences help us all
become better human beings?
Do you think Costa Rica is a
multicultural country?
Why do you think people say that
Costa Rica is one of the happiest
countries of the world?
Pages. 71-103

Unit 5

Unit 3

Unit 2

Unit 1

Units

4

Learn to know

Learn to do

Learn to be and live in
community

How to use future tense,
adverbial phrases
of degree extent and probability,
indications of time, comparative
and
superlative forms of adverbs,
present perfect,
wh- questions in the past.

Describing experiences and
storytelling
Feeling, emotions and attitudes
in personal life.
Expressing opinions about
jobs and occupations
Expressing agreement or
disagreement,
connecting words.

Being aware of planning for the future,
willing to face the challenge of getting a
job, being aware of basic protocols for
participating in a job interview.

How to use present tense, past
tense,
Conditionals, determiners,
modals, phrases for summarizing,
phrases for organizing.

Describing experiences and
events about stories
and film reviews, talking about
films and books,
summarizing stories previously
read

Practicing self-questioning strategies
in a text before making decisions,
demonstrating a nonjudgmental position
toward others’ diverse intercultural skills,
beliefs and values, being aware of the
importance of constructive feedback

Learning
outcomes
My Project...
Working in Costa Rica.
p.32
Create a job fair. p.33
I can do… p. 36

My Project...
Create a story. p.69
Create a blog. p.69
Create a comic strip.
p.70
I can do…p. 70

Describing people and places
feelings, emotions and attitudes,
expressing opinions, agreement
and disagreement.

Appreciating and celebrating one’s own
diversity, valuing and preserving one’s own
personal cultural identity, valuing openminded communication as a strategy to
future understanding, showing empathy:
putting oneself in the would have acted
differently than I do know

How to use comparative and
superlative,
Future continuous, modals, tag
questions,
connectors for cause and effect,
connecting words.

Describing experiences and
sustainable practices, expressing
opinions about products and
practices around the world,
expressing opinions about
products and practices in
Costa Rica, expressing my own
commitment towards sustainable
practices.

Willingness to put into practice sustainable
practices, analyze, think in critical and
creative solutions and show initiative,
allow others to express themselves and to
decode their emotions.

How to use simple passive,
present perfect continuous,
present perfect, imperatives,
noun phases, first conditional.

Giving directions and advice
about useful hot apps.
Giving directions and advice
about danger zones in a digital
world.
Describing tech tools for positive
changes in people’s lives.
Expressing opinions about how
my future is in my hands.

Being aware of the ethical responsibility
when up or downloading data from the
web, thinking critically when searching and
visiting websites.
Being socially creative and reflective.

How to use past tense, modals,
present continuous, phrasal
verbs, going to, adjectives, whquestions, if clause.

Describing feelings, emotions, and
attitudes about my goals for passing
or failing.
Giving advice and suggestions about
deciding to go to college or career.
Describing experiences, events and
onions about studying locally or
abroad.
Stating obligation and necessity about
getting by or getting ahead in the
future.

Being aware of my own strengths and
limitations.
Thinking critically about my own future as I
set my goals my goals.
Managing my own emotions and selfcontrol when interacting with others.

My Project...
Make a survey on
social norms. p.99
Create a cultural fair.
p.100
I can do… p.102

My Project...
Create a sustainable
school proposal.
p. 128
Research about Costa
Rica’s footprint on
ecology. p.129
Create an Eco-café.
p.129
I can do… p.132

My Project...
Create a phone app.
p.158
Create an Anticyberbullying
Campaign. p.158
I can do… p.160

My Project...
Create a poster on
professions. p.187
Write an essay about
an uncommon
profession. p.187
I can do… p.189

5

Unit 0

How to use intensifiers,
conditionals,
Contrasting opinions, whquestions
in the past, phrasal verbs, modals
, agreement and disagreement

Welcome to Speed-Up! 10
Let’s meet our friends!

Hi!
I’m Min.

Hello!
I’m Samuel.

Hello!
I’m Valentina.

Hi!
I’m Felipe.

Hi!
I’m Carlitos.

Hi!
I’m Irina.

Hello!
I’m Luis.

Hello!
I’m Susana.

